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THE INTERACTION OF 1! ... MESONS WITH NUCLEAR ~fATTER 

K. A. Brueckn~r, R. Serber, and K. M. Watson 

Radiation Laboratory 
Department of Physics, University of California 

Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

A number of experiments relating more or less directly 

to meson scattering and absorption ar~ discuss~d a~d compared. 

Because of the variety of experiments inter-related by such 

considerations, it is seen that any model to describe meson 

scattering and absorption will have to meet a corresponding 

number of conditions. In particular, th~ absorption experiments 

of Panofsky and his collaborators permit o~e to put a lower 

limit on the absorption cross section for complex nuclei which 

seems appreciably larger than the expected scattering cross 

section. 
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THE INTERACTION OF 11 -MESONS WITH NUCLEAR MATTER 

K. A. Brueckner, R. Serber, an.d K.' M. Watsori 

Radiation Laboratory 
Department of Physics, University of California 

Berkeley, California 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Interactions of !7'-mesons with nuclear particles have 

been observed to include those which producemesoris, those which 

absorb mesons, and those which scat ter mesons. It has long 

been recognized that from an experimental point of view these 

processes are not independent, since, for instance, a meson 

once produced may be reabsorbed or scattered before it can be 

observed.· However, because of the observation of competing 

reactions and by the use of detailed balancing arguments to 

relate inverse processes it is possible to establish more 

profound relationships between these fundamental interactions. 

Of particular interest in this connection are a series of 

experiments by Panofsky.and his collaborators concerning the. 

absorption.of mesons by some of the ,lighter elements. By means 

of these it is possible to establish relationships between 

meson scattering phenomena and the production of mesQns by, 

nU9lear collisions and by lC-rays. 

In the course of studying these phenomena, "some i~teresting 

implications concerning nuclear structure are obtained. 
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II. THE ABSORPTION OF ;?'-I-iESONS' IN COMPLEX NUCLEI", ... : :.:, 

When a charged ~-meson is absorbed by a complex nucleus, 

A,the most probable processis
l 

tr + A........; Star (S) 

(When no "starll is observed, presumably only neutrons are ,emitted 

2 
from the nucleus. We designate this process also as a s~ar, 

however.), The absorption of the. meson releases on the order of 

140 Mev of energy (the meson rest-energy) ,. which must appear in 

the form of kinetic energy'of the absorbing nucleons. To conserve 

momentum as well as energy the absorption must be accompanied by 

a high energy scattering of at least two nucleons. However, a 

hard scattering of only two nucleons seems far more probable than 

a many pa~ticle scattering event, since the energies involved are 

considerably larger tha~ nuclear binding energies. We thus 

introduce the hypothesis that the primary absorption event involves 

a pair of nucleons and is the inverse of meson production in the 

collision of two nucleons 0 That is; we have the basic mechanisms 

71- -r p-t n --; 2n (1(- , p n) 
_':'J , 

" ( iI~', 11 +- 2p .... ri'·t- p 2p) 

1/+ t' p + n ~2p 
+ 

(11 , p n) 

1l'++ 2n-..n + p (71"', 2n) . 

In each case, the two recoil nucleons are left with a 

kinetic energy of the order of 70 Mev apiece. Considerable 
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excitation of the 'residual nucleus is expected as these two 

particles are torn from their place in the structure of the' 

original nucleus. Further excitation of the residual -nucleus is 

expected as a result of subsequent collisions of the ·recoil nucleons 

with others in the nucleus. 

3 
The results of Camacf et.al , charge symmetry considerations, 

and evidence obtained by Bradner (unpublished, but quoted previously4) 

indicate that the absorption of IT
r and 7/'- mesons will be 

similar. We thus confine the arguments of .th'e present section to 

the absorption of r ~mesons with the understanding that the 

-f 
discussion applies also to A1 =mesons. 

The above model suggests that .we ,write the cross section 

per proton for the absorption.of a r--meson in the. nucleus. A - in 

the form.. 

.' (1) 

'\' . 

where cr[17~ + D ~2n] is the cross section for the ·process ' 

~_+ 5 
H D-+2n, which ,has been observed. The factor' of proportion= 

ality, r, is expected, to depend on the energy liberated in the 

absorption and on the relative probabilities for the recoil 

nucleons to undergo a hard scattering in the nucleus A "and in 

. 
deuterium. To the extent that the kinetic energy of' the meson 

can be neglected compared to its rest energy~ we can~ and shall, 

take!' to be a constant. Some care must be taken in the use of . , 
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Eq. (1), since both' the elementary ,processes (~, p' n) and (Y-, 2n) 

contribute to the process (S) j while only (i7-, p n) is involved 

in ,,- +- D-;2n. This seems to involve at most an adjustment of 

parameters and will be discussed further in Section VI, where a 

more complete theory of Eq. (1) will be developed. 

By detailed balancing arguments, \)- [ 11-= -t- D -;>2nJ ,was 

bt · d' I f th' 't· 6 '0 a1.ne l.n "rom e l.nverse reac l.ons g 

-27 2J [ 2 J 011Y-+ D --?o2~- ,1 [i.87(lO), em ,1 + b ~ 

1+- .Q, 
4 

(2) 

where '~is the meson velocity in units of c. b represents 

the ratio of meson P-state to S-state coupling for the process. 

Because of the short range of interaction implied, it was 

assumed that higher angular momentum states are not important 

until the meson kinetic energy becomes of the order ofits rest 

energy. In writing Eq. (1), a small effect due to the center-

of-mass motion of ,the two recoil nucleons is neglected. 

The mean free path for absorption in the nucleus A is 

then 

A ::: 
a 

w:here VA ::: 

we have 

, ' 
(3) 

z 1 air t, A ~ Star] 
Z ' ."" <" " 

is the nuclear volume. Using Eq. (2), 
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b' 
a 89.6 (1+ 4) "rY 
0-- -

r l-tbV;' 

,In I it was deduced that b 'Z' 8 $ although this ,value is 

quite approximate 0 

, ,6 
Evidence from meson productlon experlffients 

suggests that b is ,probably at least this largeo ,Then choosing 

, b = 8 and for energies which are not too low, setting vr ~ 1, 

we have an approximate relation 

Aa 
- 30 a (4' ) -

r 0 

\ 
To determine the value of r, we must appeal to experi-

ment; however, from an analysis quoted in I and based on the Chew-

Goldberger nuclear momentum distribution, it appears reasonable 

to expect r to be of the order of ten o 

It seems not unlikely that the elementary process (~=, 2p) 

has a cross section of the form (2), with perhaps a different 
" 

numerical coefficient (although it is known from the meson 

production cross sections
7 

not to differ greatly from that for 

the' (1l'-, p n) cross section). We assume that the effect of this 
, ' 

'is included in the definition of f7 0 

.. !." 

. 
\ 
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III. EVIDENCE DRAWN FROM THE PHOTO-MESON 

< PRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS 

As was pointed out by McMillan and Mozley9, the nuclear 

interaction of mesons can be expected to modify the production 

cross sections from complex nuclei. The most simple example of 

this is photo-meson produ'ction. 

Let the cross section for the production of a posit~ve 

meson from a nucleus A be cr,; Then we write c::::r:: as 
A A 

CJA 
Z 

where Z is the 'atomic number of A and crp is the production 

cross section for a free proton. ~ represents the effects of 

nuclear binding on the cross section and fa represents the 

fraction of mesons produced in A which are .not reabsorbed 

before leaving A. We have 

f ~ l. 
a 

Also, the effects of nuclear structure can be expected to decrease 

the'cross section (except very near threshold), so we assume 

g' 
On the basis of the model of Fernbach, Serber, and Taylor, 

f can be expressed in terms of "l on the assumption that 
a'la 

the cross section for absorption is much larger than that for 



scattering. 

f 
a 

-9-

We have. 

5e-
D 

1 Aa 
dj' = 

VA 
V 

= 3 f 1 1 - 1 + 1 (1 + x) 
'2 x x3 . x3 

-x 
e 

UCRL=1358 

(6) 

where the integration is taken over the nuclear volUme and D is 

the distance the meson travel'S from the point at which it is 

produced to that at which it leaves the nucleus, x: , where 

1/3 
R g a A is the nuclear radius. 

o 

"'Jhen x >:> 1, we can write Eq, (5) as 

As ~ 

that 

is not expected to show a uniform trend with A, we see 

=1/3 
<l'A. should vary as A as long as the condition x.> > 1 
Z 

is satisfied. This is, indeed, the variation of ()A measured by 

9' 10 ~ Z 
Mozley and by Ltttauer and Walker • These measurements indicate 

-1/3 
that the A dependence is roughly valid for a series of 

elements from lithium to lead. For a mean free path considerably 

larger than the nuclear radius, f ~ 1 and 
a 

should be a 

constant. The fact that the curve giving' GIA Vs. A did not 
. Z 

become constant for the lighter elements permits us to put an 

. upper limit on - /t. 
a 

2 a 
o 

Indeed, from Eq. (6) we estimate 

(7) 
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Measurements of the absolute cross sections and angular 

distributions of 1/
T 

-mesons from carbon and' hydrogen by 

Steinberger and Bishopll (these are in agreement with the cross 

9 10 
sections of Mozley and Littauer and ~valker ) imply that 

= = 1 

3' 
(8) 

for carbon. The assumption that ~. = 1 permits us to put a 

lower limit on .it:. 
a 

a 
0, 

With the \assumptio.n that 

f - 0.5 and from Eq~ (8) we obtain 
a 

~; 2 

~ - "3 

2 a ,we have for carbon 
o 

If scattering 'of the mesons within the nucleus is not 

~ 

negligible, we can expect the mean distance traveled by the 

meson in leaving the nucleus to be increased, which would permit 

a somewhat longer mean free path for absorption. 

12 Measurements by Panofsky of thephoto-prbduction cross 

section for ~-mesons from a number of elements show also the 

dependence on A given by Eq. (51). This suggests that the mean 

free path for absorption of ~-mesons is approximate~ the same 

as that for charged 7r -mesons. 
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IV • ANALYSIS OF THE CAPTURE OF STOPPED MESONS IN" CARBON 

Panofsky, Aamodt, and Hadley5'and more recently P~:hofsky, 

Aamodt, Crowe, and Phillips 13 have' searched for the high;..energy. 

« -rays originating from the absorption of stopp.ed m:esons~n __ . 

carbon (the experiments have been repeated with aluminum and 

give similar results) by the reaction 

1/ = r A --;) high energy ?j -ray 0 

. We denote the transition rates for processes (S) (see 

y '!' 
Section II) and (A ) by TA and T ,respectively. The observed 

A· 

ratio of transition rates was found to be 

T"'" ~''<-
A ..t:.. .015. (10) 

TA 

(-0 -rays of about 140 Mev energy were counted but an unknown 

background made it necessary to quote only the inequality (10).) 

This is to be contrasted with the absorption in deuterium5~ which 

led to 

T-l 
D - 1 -

'. 
(11) iI·. 

T 7 
D 

Here TD and T'lf 
D 

are the transition rates for the respective 

processes 

r+ D~2n (D) 

11'- + D ~2n -r -< (D'V) 
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To analyze the meaning of relations (10)· and (11), it is 

necessary to consider in some detail the mechanism of the capture 

and subsequent absorption of the meson. For the case of deuterium 

this was treated in 1. .. The capture process' in carbon is more 

complicated, but the initial stages have been studied by Fermi 

and Teller
J4 ., Since the meson almost certainly will not be 

absorbed by the nucleus until it is well within the electronic 

K-shell orbit, we can confine our attention to the final stages 

of the capture process considered by these authors. According to 

their analysis, for the meson radial quantum number, n, greater 

than three, the meson will give up its energy to atomic electrons 

by dipole transitions. For, n ~ :3.9 radiative transitions will 

predominate. This estimate was based on circular orbits for the 

meson (high angular momentum), so the actual values of n for 

which radiative transitions predominate may be somewhat larger. 

In ~ny case, the transitions being dipole transitions imply the 

angular momentum selection rule .A j =: :t 1. Thus for the meson 

to reach an S-state it must pass through a P=state. However, once 

it reaches a P-state, electronic excitation can no longer compete 

with radiation to an S-state (statistical considerations would 

seem to imply that it is unlikely for the meson to reach a P-state 

un~il it is well within the electronic K-shell orbit). We also 

note that arguments of the sort made in I imply that we need not 

consider absorption as a probable process until the meson reaches 

aP-state. 
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We thus picture the meson as eventually reaching one of 

the lower P-states (say n~ 6). At this point the following 

processes are most probable: 

(S)), absorption to give a 

absorption to give a star (process 

"6" 
~ -ray (process (A )), or a radiative 

transition to an S-state. If the latter event occurs, then from 

the S-state either of the processes (S) and (A
Y

) ;will take place ~ 

In deuterium the absorption rate from a P-stateis too 

small to compete effectively with radiation. In carbon this.is 

not the case, since the radiattve transitions vary as z4 and 

6 
P-state absorptions as Z. Indeed, other things being equal, 

reference to the table of absorption rates in I indicates that 

the absorption rate from a P-state for carbon should be about 

twice the radiation rate (Le., after increasing the absorption 

2 
36.). rate in I by a factor of Z -

T~ -
We proceed to evaluate the ratio 

A 
of Eqo (10) in , 

TA 
[' terms of the parameters, and b, of Eqs. (1) arid (2). For 

this purpose ,let us suppose the meson reaches a P-s,tate with 

radial quantum number nl • Let To( and T be the respective, p p 

absorption transition rates for processes (A~) and (5) from this" 

P-state. Let Ar be the radiative transition rate to the S-state 

with the quantum number n
2
'. Let T'6 and.T be the,corresponding 

s s 

absorption transition rates from this state. Then the fraction 

of absorptions by processes (S) and' (if) are, respectively: 
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f = 
T t T'6' 

s s 

UCRL-1358 

(12) 

f'( = 
T~ A T 
P + r s 

T + T"" A or T + T"( T t T" 
P P r P p s s 

We next evaluate the ratios of transition rates in 

Eqs. (12) in tertns of rand b. F,rom Eq. (1), remembering 

that only S-states are involved, we have 

Ts _ 1¢:2(O) 12 
TD 1~~3 (0)1 2 

z r 

. , 

where TD 

carbon. 

is defined in connection with Eq. (11) and .!~Z ::'6 for 
n n 

¢c2(0) and ¢D3 (0) are the S-state Coulomb wave 

functions evaluated at the position of the nucleus for· carbon 

arid deuterium and having respective radial quantum numbers ' 

n2 and' ri3.' 

Again from Eqs. (1) and . (2), and recalling that b 

represents th-e relative strength of the P;...wave .andS-wave 

couplings, we have 

b 

n 
¢ ,2 (0) 

c 

2 
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In ' 

V ¢ 1 (0) is the gradient of the P-state Coulomb wave function 
c 

. . 

for carbon evaluated at the positi~n of the nucleus' and ha:ving a 

radial quantum number nl' 

For the transition rates 'for absorption with radiation, we 

have 

, 
s - Z ry , (15) 

where ~' is a factor giving the dependence of this ratio on 

nuclear structure. Since the process ,is similar to photq-meson 

production, we take ~ I to be the ,ratio of the . ~{see Eq. (5)) 

for carbon to that for deuterium (deduced~ to be 2 in I). From 
. 3 

Eq. (9), we then estimate. ~ " to be about unity • 
. '(-

To calculate the P-state absorption rate, T ,a knowledge 
p 

of the relative strength of S- and P-state couplings of the meson 

to individual nucleons would be desirable. Because, however, of 

the finite size of the nucleus this is not a very important point. 

We further note that the evidence from-the inverse process of 

photomeson production suggests that'the'S-state couplings are most 

important. We thus assume a coupling entirely to S-states. (This 

should not overestimate the transition rate. In virtue of the 

inequality (10), a lower limit is all that is really needed.) 

Thus T (' will be non-vanishing because of the finite size of the 
p 

nucleus. Writing the wave function as 
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. } 

, i nl 'nl 
(r) .-..J r • ~ ¢ (0) -c ,..J c 

for small r, we have T"" 
p proportional to 

S I r 0 \l ¢~ n
l 

(0) I 
2 

d
3

r 1/ 'V1:n1(O) 
2 2 

1 - R 
V - c 

c 
5 ' 

VIc (16) 

where Vc is the nuclear volume and Rc is its radius. Then 

we have 

T( 2 
'nl ]2 

-E - 1 R V¢c (0) 
- c 

T( 5 
t2 (0) 

2 
s 

(17) 

c 

Referring to Eqso (1) and (2) , we Write 

0 r T = T b 
P P 4 T b 

(lS), 

Here has when b = Qc:I , r=l. o 
T is the value that T 

p p 
o 

We can thus identify T with the transition rates of the table 
, p 

2 
in I, corrected by a factor of Z = 36. Reference to this table 

implies 

r'::12 (19) 

CombiIrlng re1atio~s (13), (14), (15), (17), and (19) with 

(11), we obtain from Eqs. (12)' a result independent of the radial 
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states ~,n2' and ~ and thus valid for the total- transition 

rates: 

Takjng ~' = 1, r = 2, b = 8, weare led to 

r ~ 6.4 (21) 

Combined with Eq. (4') for the mean free path, we have 

if ~ 4.7 a (22) 
a 0 

which is quite consistent with Eqs. (7) and (7'). This upper 

limit is not entirely rigorous, however, due to some uncertainty 

in '7' and b. However, it seems that the value of -ita cannot 

be much greater than that given by Eq. (22). 

The importance of the present experiment is in its 

separation of the effects of meson absorption from scattering. 

On the basis of meson theory CEq. (26), below), the scattering 

cross section is expected to be considerably less than the 

lower limit on the absorption cross section given by Eq. (22). 

It would thus appear that multiple scattering of a meson within 
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within a nucleus is improbable since the meson is more likely to 

be absorbed. 

Combining the evidence obtained in the present section 

with that obtained from photo-meson production in the preceding 
" " 

section, it seems reasonabie to expect th~ value of It a· to be 

approximately 2 to 3 a • 
o 
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V. DISCUSSION OF FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

There is evidence that mesons are scattered in collisions 

with individual nucleons as well as absorbed. This suggests that 

we introduce a mean free path, j) , for the scattering of a 
. s 

meson in nuclear matter. The mean free path, A, for a nuclear 

interaction is then 

(23) 

The scattering of mesons by nucleons is known to be of two 

types, simple and charge exchange, which are illustrated by the 

respective processes: 

The only available evidence on the magnitude of the charge 

exchange scattering cross section is obtained from the measured 

absorption of 71"" mesons in hydrogen, as done by Panofsky? Aamodt, 

5 
and Hadley 0 They found that the ratio of transition rates for 

the processes 

o 
(p 11 ) 
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is 

The process (plS') is the inverse of photo-meson production, 

so the transition rate T ~can be calculated from detailed 
p 

balancing arguments. From this we can obtain the charge-exchange 

.scattering cross section for low energy mesons: 

crVr-+ p~n +71°J = ~t ~M)C21 ~ -27 2 
104(10) cm 

~-

1 

aft n~7/ T pJ -- r -(At c2 r -27 2 
i.4(10) cm. 

Here L::t. M is the r- ~ T minus the neutron-proton mass 

difference. ~_ and £,70 are the respective ~ and ?To 

kinetic energies. The necessary numerical detail to deduce 

Eqs. (24) has been given elsewhere
4. These expressions are 

valid only for low energy mesons. 

A direct measurement of the total cross section for 
\ 

scattering of 85 Mev ~-mesons by protons has been made by 

15 
Chedester, Isaacs, Sachs, and Steinberger • They found 

= 
-26 2 

(1033 t 011)(10) ern 0 (25) 
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Comparison with Eqo (24) suggests that the scattering cross 

section may increase vfith energy between low energies and 85 1-1ev. 

Such a conclusion is in agreement with the conclusions drawn from 

16 
pseudo scalar meson theory with pseudovector coupling The 

cross section is 

. -

Cl= , . (26) , 

where q is the meson momentum, Eq is its total energy, and 

fA- is its rest mass 0 The value of g2 -::::::. 0.15 deduced from the 

photo-productio~ ;f ~+-mesons in hydrogen
ll

, leads to a cross 

section only 1/4 as large as that given by Eqo (25), however. 

~ 17 
A study of experiments by Camac, et al, and by Shapiro 

concerning the scattering of mesons by carbon has been made by 

18 
Bethe and Wilson They deduce that 

(27) 

(see Eqo (23)). They present further evidence that the elementary 

scattering cross section may be considerably less than the value 

quoted in Eqo (25)--although this larger value seems to be in 

somewhat better agreement with the experiments of Skinner and 

19 
Richman • 

If we accept the value (25), we can estimate the scattering. 

20 
mean free path, AS' to be 

')S .~- VA -·6 3 a I\. ::::: 0 0 

A cr-~- +- pJ 
(28) 
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From Eqs. (23) and (27) we would then have 

4 a 
o 

... 

UCRL-135B 

. (29) 

This value is not in disagreement with the absorption experiments 

(eq. (22», but appears a little too large to account for the 

photo-meson production experiments CEq. (7». 
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VI." THE }fECHANISIvI OF MESONIC ABSORPTION IN COMPLEX NUCLEI . 

In accordance ,nth the model proposed in Section II, we 

shall examine the consequences of the hypothesis that meson 
, " . 

absorption in nuclear matter takes place by a mechanism that is 

the inverse of meson production in free nucleon-nucleon. 

collisions. We suppose a pair of nucleon~ t?participate 

directly in the absorption event. These nucleons are expected 

to recoil with an energy of relative motion which is of the order 

of the meson rest energy (Leo, of the order of 70 Mev apiece) 0 

As'these particles are ejected from their place in the structure 

o.f the initial nucleus, we may expect considerable excitation of' 

the residual nucleus. There will in general be further 

excitation of the residual nucleus due to subsequent scatterings 

of the fast particles with others in the nucleus, We shall not 

concern ourselves with these latter eventss> as we are interested 

only in the total absorption rate. 

To describe the absorption we shall employ the R-matrix 

·21 
formalJsm used by Watson and Brueckner to describe meson 

< 

production. That is, the transition amplitude for the absorption 

of a meson by two nucleons (all described by plane waves) is 

(30) 

Here p", ~ -{MfA c' is the relative m~mentum of the nucleons after 

absorbing the meson, pi 
j,.) 

is their relative momentum before 
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absorbing,tpe meson, q' is the. relative momentum of the meson 
~r 

and the center-of-mass of the two nucleons. XJ and Xi represent 

the total momentum of the two nucleons before and after the meson 

is absorbed and qt, is the meson momentum. We assume the kinetic 
N 

energy of the meSon to be neglected in comparison with its rest~ 

mass energy and the initial nucleOns'to 'be ~low. To within terms 

of relative order ~/2M), ~ = X -1'/211 X, . 

Transforming R to coordinate space, we 'have' 

R - (r' I RO I r , z - x) ~(x' -x-~/2M(z-;s)) - rJ tV N N, ""'- N N 

(31) , 

where r and r' are the relative coordinates of the two 
IV rJ 

nucleons before and after the absorption, ~ and S are the 

center-of-mass coordinates of the nucleons before and after the 

absorption, and ~ is the meson coordinate. 

As described in I, the momentum transferred to the nucleops, 

of order p, suggests that the absorption takes place with the 

particles separated by a distance of order ~/p , which i~ 

considerably less ~han the range of nuclear forces. This suggests 

21 
a zero !,ange, approximation, which was used by Watson and Brueckner 

If the nuclear forces are singular at small distances, the zero 

range approximation is inapplicable, so instead we fol101'1 the 

22 
arguments of Brueckner, Chew, and Hart • That is, for R 

operating on a bound state wave-function, ~(r), we write. 

S RO fer) d
3r = C£' I RO I ' ~ -,& tjlC,{av) (32) 
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Here (~ I RO Ii' ~ - ~ is independent of. £- . and'xav is a"; 

distance of order .-flIp." For a non.,. singular potential, can: ' 

be set equal to zero. 

In accorqance with the notions developed in I,we split 

R
O 

into two parts, representing' S~ and P~state interactions 

with the meson. 

= 

(33) 

Because of the short ranges involved, we can assume 'only S-state 

interactione'with the nucleons in the initial state (from the 

21 
analysis of Watson and Brueckner this seems'substantiated to a 

good approximation). 

! To calculate the absorption rate, we assume that R is 

the absorbing mechanism in the nucleus A. For simplicity, we shall 

assume the meson to be bound in a Coulomb S-state and that A is 

. . '. . 

small enough that the meson wave function has a constant value, 

¢o' over the volume of the nucleus. Then the transition amplitude 

for the absorption is 

where Y'A and ~F are the initial and final nuclear wave 

functions, respectively. 

(34) 

We describe the two recoil nucleons by plane waves,and 

because of their high energy neglect exchange effects between 
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them and those in the residual nucleus. Then, if ,the coordinates 

of the particles' in the initial n,ucleus are ,313 k2' .. o~A; we: 

shall suppose for the moment that the nucleons with coordinates 

..01 and,~ absorb the meson and recoil. ' In terms of tpese 

coordinates we introduce the following , 

:::: 
X = 
"" 

z. 
",1 = 

'z! =' 
-vl. 

r' -
,v 

A 

I 1. 
A 

i=l 

:-
x. - X 
-v1 ,.,J 

x;' - X 
~ '" 

A 

X ~ x. , = 1 x. 
""1 ,-...; 

A-2 
...-..11 

i=3 

(i = 1, 2, • 0 .A-I) 

(i = 3, 4,oooA-l) 

X I = JSl + 252 ' 
rV 

(35) 
2 

Then the wave functions become 

1 

= 1 

(211)9/2 

I 

fA (,el' ~,o. o~ A-l) -

i pori 
'VrJ e 

i G·x' 
/VN 

e 
i KoX 

I"J ;;v 
e 

, , 
LIJ (z.~, z4" .ooZ' ) 
T F,-v..J ,v, ""A-l 

(36) 

where E is the relative momentum of the two recoil nucleons, .2:,,' 

is their total momentum, and ~ is the momentum of the recoil 

nucleus. and are the wave functions of the initial and 
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residual nuclei~ respectively, normalized with respect to int'egr;itions 

over the ~ and lv" ,eoordinat;es'>. 'f{ a,l"fd:"'V!F:, ar,~ no~alized 

with respect to a volume element d3~ •• • d3.~i;j '''arid'' ; A' J A-2 are 

defined by the transformations 

"3- ' 
d ~ ••• 

'3 ,.' ·3 
d xl'.' d xA = 

: :'.:' 

J = A3 
, A,. ", ,; 

•• ' "", ,.0:' ", 

We have 
. if' : ( . [' ~ Ii' 'J; 

,I ~ • 

(37) 

,r '. 

We can neglect the small contribution of the term involving 
:~.;;t; ... . !;.~.: ., .. ;,.,~·,:r, ,'. ~ "",,':_,: .,' t~ ':',,"'. 

R2 in Eq. (33) ~o Eq. (34). 
. ',~ ,~ 

,';,' ._. 

Let us define 
, .. "j, ,~ 

; 

>,1 ,';:' 
'.,,"; 

( ) 1 je
-i )?;.~' ('~r"'. i,I J ,j . ~ l/ "j"'''' v,) 

P Rl r ::: r- "'"Ri :,£;' '~,,- tJ 
(21n 3 " 

.... ,-. 

• I 

. , 
" 

.'. ;'. r ~+.:~ .: I,,' .L ..... '·' , ";" '.' .<' j" ;.', : ' ... 

where the dependence on G is neglected' due to the assumed short 

range' of the interaction and the smallness of -~/21'I. 

Theil Eq. '(.34) J:)~comes ~,'i';,,'; 

X,"':1f;*;(iJ:~"~'~1.c{)'h)'t:'~;r'~l'~~(~~'~ '~~~i)d3xin~d3xA 

~ (st +,!9 H~A 
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.. 
o 

H 
, FA 
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, i 

'j,' " -i A ~~(~ + ~) , ~ 2 , e ll-.G 

.' !,' . 
i " --..' .j," • 

(40) 
" ;. 

. , 
I,: 

Consistent with our assumption that most of the meson rest 

energy goes into the relative motion of the two fast nucleons, we 
~, • > ~ 

shall use a partial closure approximation to evaluate the total 

absorption rate. That is, ~e set p = .~~ c -.- and ~um over the . 

states, F, and the momentum R,. After some algebra, we obtain 

I = Sd3
G ~ '.Ho.; .'2, 

"F FA' ' 
" 

= (2J')~ (f ~f (~, h ~, ... .5i_l) R:~) Rl (~) 

where ~'and ~ are ~ - ~2) and 

the relation (,32)" this ~duees to 

, . 

••• 

, (41)', 

Using . 

where "P~av) is the! prob~~ilit:r of, ;finding the two absorbing 
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nucleons at a distance?: apart in the nucleus· A··· and· 
Nav 

I Rl/2 is a constant. 

For the capture in deuteriUm, one would have· 

D 
where P

D 
(h

av
) is the probability of finding the neutron and 

D 
proton at a distance z~vin deuterium. Presumably, z IVZ 

av - av 

and both can beset equal tozero·if the forc-es between elementary 

particles are not singular at close distances of approach • 

. For the capture of a meson in flight there will also be 

P-statecapture (the term, R2 in Eq. (35)). Then to the 

approximation that the meson kinetic energy can, be neglected 

compared to its rest-energy, I in Eq. (42) is modified to become 

I p(z ) 
:-Jav 

(44) 

where q is the meson momentum and b represents the relative 

strength of the S- and P-state meson couplings (see Eq. (21) • 

Eq. (43) will be similarly modified. 
L 

We must now consider the various possible means· of 

absorption. For a 7!'--meson, we have the processes given in 

Section II: 

1r- + n + p ~2n 

11"- + p + p -f n .... p 

( 11-, p n) 

(1/-, 2p) 
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As argued abov,e, we can assume the reaction to occur .-.from" 

an initial S-state of the nucleonso Then for., the canture of the' 
•. .J~. • 

meson from a P~state we have th,e transitions (permitted by. angular 

momentum and parity conservation, cfa, reference (21». 

( 1Y, p n) 
311 
S..-,8, . D 

1 3 3
D . S~S, 

for the nucleon states a For the capture from an S-state of the· 

meson, we know from· the deuterium capture5 (see .I)thata triplet 

~ singlet transi~iori, .. accountg for ·a considerable fraction of 

the total transition rateo If we neglect small effects from a 

possible singlet~ triplet absorption from. a meson S-state j we 

can evaluate. the: total transition rate due to,process ('P"~ ;"p n) 

in the nucleus A on the assumption ofa statistical distribution 

of spin and parity states of the neutrons and protons. Since 

then only 3/4 x 1/2. = '. 3/8 of, the neutrons . and protons will have 

triplet spin and even parity, we have, on summing I over neutron-

proton pairs 

[ 1 + b;?~ P(z ) 
,/~2(~, av 

(45) 

Here R1 (np, t...-.s) is the appropriate RI for n-p absorption., 

with a triplet --+sing1et spin transition. 
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Since the same spin transitions occur for the absorption 

in deuterium, we have again the same value of l Rll2 and' b~ 

For process (1!-, 2p), we have a singlet ~triplet spin' 

transition for both meson S- and P-states. Statistically,. 1/4 of 

the proton pairs will be in a singlet .state. Ho~ever, a factor 

of 3 is. obtained relative to Eq., (45) in performing the sum over. 

the final triplet sUbstates. Thus, surruning over proton pairs, , 

we replace 

3/8 Z(A-Z) by 3/4 Z(Z-l) 
2 

in Eq. (45). 

and p(z ). 
av 

2 
We can expect now a different value for 'I ~I ' b . 

Hm~ever, since the corresponding production cross 

sections seem to be of the same order of magnitude, we can probably 

choose 'Rl12 and b to be the same for processes (pr, p n) 

and (~-, 2p) without being greatly in error. For purposes of 

argument, we shall also set P(zav) equal for both processes. 

We can then write the absorption cross section per proton as 

r &- + A-+StarJ 

where M is the nucleon mass. 

[
2 (A-Z)t 2(Z - 1)]' 
8 8 

p(z ) 
, av 

Taking the ratio to the absorption cr,bss section for 

deuterium, we have 

(46) 
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rfr- -r 
-: ~ 

A·...., star] r =. [i (A z) t 3 (z = 1)] ,p(z .) 
- .....ay 

0-' (7t~+ D -+ 2n] 
. "$ 

P D 
D(.eav) 

Our choice of statistics in the nuCleus is not so 

arbitrary as might be thought; 'since it arnountsprimar:lly to a 

choice 

D 
z -av -

of normalization of 

To further 

O. Then 

P (0) 
, D, 

interpret 

. P(z . ) .' . av . 
D 

p( z ) and PD(z ), we set 
av av 

wheI'e 'fn(0) is thedeuteI'on wave function for zero separation 

of the neutron and proton. Pn(O) is just the probability of 

finding them in contact. lrlewri te 

p(z ). = 
av 

f (4S) 

or a correlation factor divided by the nuclear volume. f = 1 
..... 

would correspond to rando~ spacing of particles in a betic qf 

nuclear volume. Using the Chew-Goldberger23 wave function fo!:" 

the deuteron, we ha.ve 

P(z ) 
oS2 f --~ -- A 

PD(O) 

For 
C12 . , r becomes 'CEq. (47) ) 

r -- .2Sf. 
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Choosing the reasonable value ~.~ io, we have 

f ~ 35.0 (50) 

This. would seem to indicate a reasonably strong degree 

of c.orrelation in nuclear structure. Such a conclusion appears 

quite compatible with the evidence presented by several authors 

. . 24 25 -
from h~gh energy p-p scattering' for strong nuclear 

interactions at close distances. It is also compatible with the 

evidence concerning nuclear structure which was given by Chew 
23 . . .. 26 

·and Goldberger on the basis of York's measurement of. high 

energy (n-d) processes (see also the discussion in I on this 

point) • 

The analysis of ~+-absorption can be carried through in 

the same manner. As mentioned in Section II, we have reason to 

expect the absorption of TIt and -r- mesons to be similar. 
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